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.P.el.iinary survey of principles in the
guItdanoe of Blue Streak

o)ac by

G. B. Longden, M.A.

CsuN.

The note examines the gaidance of a ballistic rooket starting from basic
principles. The work shows that guidance should be viewed in terms of velo-
city rather than position, and develops the concept of reference velocity,
the velocity towards which the actual missile velocity should be directed.
Several definitions of reference velocity are shown to be substantially
equivalent. Approximation by a linear function of position is shown valid
over a region roughly 60 miles long and 30 miles high but the coordLnatez
used in this approximation are curvilinear and not suitable for an inertia
navigator. The note ends with brief descriptions of three ways in which a
ballistic rocket may be guided.
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I Introduction

Work in references I - 3 has been concerned with the guidance accuracy
required for Blue Streak. The next problem which aries is how the required
accuracy may be achieved. As a preliminazy step towards guidance proposals, it
is the purpose of this note to clarify the aims of the guidance system, to pro-
vide a framework in terms of which any guidance system should be viewed.

The first part of the note exiines the effect of applying a control
acceleration to a ballistic missila, thereby causing a slight modification to
its ballistic path. The investigation shows that the effect on the velocity is
of prime concern leading to the suggestion that guidance should be viewed
chiefly in terms of the velocity of the missile.

This leads to the concept of a reference velocity which may be defined as
the velocity which the missile is desired to possess. Several different defi-
nitions are worked out in the neighbourhood of a standard cut-off position
100 n. miles high assuming that the missile travels 2500 n. miles over the
earth surface between cut-off and impact. The calculations assume a spherical,
non-rotating earth exerting a gravitational field due to a uniform sphere.

Finally the note considers the accuracy of linear and quadratic approxi-
mations to particular definitions of the reference velocity. These show that
a fairly simple computer could be designed for computing the instant of motor
cut-off. The particular approximations reqaire to be fed with curvilinear
co-ordinates which could be provided by ground-based radar navigation but not
by a missile-borne inertia navigator.

2 Guidance in azimuth

2.1 During the boost phase of the flight of a ballistic rocket, errors will
arise which will cause the individual missile to become dispersed from the
position and velocity which a standard missile might be expected to attain.
These errors can be corrected ontinuously by guidance and control to an
extent which depends on how large the errors are and what sacrifice in per-
formance is tolerable. Suppose that the m:Lssile has been boosted to a

-2-
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velocity which is approximately correct in order that the missile shall sub-
sequently hit the target after travelling over its ballistic trajectory.
Such a state of affairs may exdst after the main boost motor has been cut-off
while flua& triming adjustments are being made to the velocity by means of a
lower thrust vernier motor.

If the errors remain uncorrected, The missile will eventually reach the
ground at some disteoe from the target. Consider the error in lne at the
target, that is the distance of the impact point from the plane of the great
circle passing through the standard out-off point and the target. It has
been shown in Reforence I that the line component of the impact error
(oorroot to first order of errors) is

E6 = A 8y+B 8v (I)

whe re y is the error in line of the present missile position

8v is the error in the azimuth component of the missile velocity

and A and B are constants depending on the trajectory.

Take as examples of the errors to be corrected

& = 5 n. miles and 8v = 50 ft/zeo.

Consider a typical trajectory auch that the missile travels 2500 n. miles
from a out-off 100 n. miles high, with the climb angle chosen so as to require
least velocity at cut-off. Then

A, a 0.49G3 x 10 n. miles per foot

B = 0.1515 n. miles per ft/seo.

Equation (I) shows that the error in line to be corrected amounts to

Et I 9.07 n. miles.

2.2 Suppose it is required to correct the error in line by means of an
acceleration f acting for a time r seconds. At the end of the period of
acceleration, the line component of the impact error is

A (6y - I) + B (8y - f

assuming that the constants A and B will be almost unchanged, which is
true provided that the control duration v is short compared with the total
time of flight over the trajectory. Equating the final impaot error to zero
shows that

A6y + Bv E
f U

This may be written

f = 2 ,1B (2)
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which may be exprassed in words as the line error at the target which is
corrected by unit acoeleration for the duration of the vernier control -
seconds.

Taklng a duration 20 seconds,

A2 = 0.0098 n. miles per ft/seo2

2Br = 3.03 n. miles per ft/seo

From the relative sizes of the two components of expression (2), it is apparent
that the effect of the change of heading is more than three hundred times the
effect of the change in position. If the control duration were longer, the
ratio would be rather less pronounced but even for a control duration ten times
longer (ie. 200 seconds) it remains true that the change'of heading is more
important than the change of position. The conclusion is that guidance in
azimuth should aim at achieving a certain heading of the missile, the heading
being a slowly changing function of position.

In order to correct the errors quoted above, the missile would require a
lateral acceleration of 3 ft/see for 20 seconds.

3 Guidance in ran&

3.1 While an error in time of flight may cause an incidental error due to
rotation of the earth, the size of this error is not expected to be important
so that the time at which the target is reached is not of prime importance.
Thus the only other earor which is important is the error in range at the
target. This is governed to a varying degree by four errors at cut-off;
namely, errors in speed, clinb angle, height ad gounmd range. It has been
shown in Ref.1 that the range component of the impact error may be written
(correct to first order of errors)

Er = A8sz + Bv (3)

where 8z is the component of the missile displacement error at out-off along
a certain displacement critical direction;

8v is the component of the missile velocity error at out-off along a

certain velooiVy critical direction;

and A, B are constants depending on the trajectory.

The constants A, B are different from those in the preceding section
but no confusion need arise.

The critical directions depend on the trajectory to be followed. For the
particular trajectory on which the climb angle at cut-off is optimized to give
maxlduns range over the orbital phase of the trajectory, the velocity critical
direction lies along the desired direotion of the velocity so that effectively
8v is the error in speed (the soaler magniude of the velocity). This ceases
to be true on other types of ballistic trajectory.

Take as examples of errors to be corrected near out-off

6a = 5n. miles

6V = 50 f t/soo0

si4lar to the errors in aziat+h in the preceding swtion.
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Consider the same typical trajectory such that the missile travels
2500 n. miles from a cut-off 100 n. miles high, with the climb angle so
chosen as to require least speed at cut-off.

Then

A = 0.4113 x 10- 3 n. miles per foot

B n 0.3715 n. miles per ft/seo.

The displacement critical direction is at 67.135 degrees to the horizontal
and the velocity critical direotion is at 33.50 degrees to the horizontal.

Equation (3) shows that the error to be corrected amounts to

Er  = 31.08 n. miles.

3.2 -Suppose it is required to correct the error in range by means of an
acceleration f acting for a time v. Let the acceleration act at an
angle a to the horizontal where a remains to be chosen.

At the ena of the period of acceleration, the component of the dis-
placement error along the ritical direction is

I 2 cos (m - 6o8t)

and the component of the velocity error along the critical direction is

8v + f'r cos (a - 33030)•

Thus at the end of the period of control acceleration, the range component
of the impact error is

A 18z + - cos (a - 6r8t) + B 18v + fv cos (a - 330301)

assuming that the constants A and B will remain nearly constant. As
before, this is true provided the control duration r is short compared
with the total time of flight over the trajectory. If the final error at
impact is zero, then

A z + B~v
uAr (cos a - 6781) + Bv oos (a - 33'301)

Using equation (3), this may be written as

f A' oos (a - 678) + B cos (a - 33°,) (3.)

which may be expressad in words as the range error at ike target corrected
by umit aceleration during the vernier control. Exlpession (4) is a
function o a, the direction of the correcting acceleration f. It is
o1by-ously most eoconamioal to dhoose the inclination a so that the
expressin (4) is a mxs n. This oocurs when

-5-
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a sin 6708 B'r sin 3303 ,0
-cros 67081 + B'r oos 3330,

Consider a vernier duration r = 20 seconds. Then the value of the angle
a given by equation (5) is 330511, which scarcely differs from the inclination
of the velocity critical direction.

With this value of a, the two components on the right hand side of
expression (4) are

5os ( 6f8) 00677 n. mes ft/seo.

Br oos -. 33930 ' ) 7.43 n. miles per ft/seo2

From the relative sizes of these two terms in expression (4) the effect of
a change of speed is over one hunrred times the effect of the corresponding
change in position. Again, the conclusion is that guidanoe in range should aim
at achieving a certain critical component of the missiJ.e velocity (loosely
equivalent to the speed) the apecified component being a slowly changing func-
tion of olimb angle and position.

3.3 It is worthy of note that the error in range i.3 very insensitive to the
climb angle at out-off. This is primarily due to the method of optimizing the
the ballistic trajectory proposed in reference 2. However, since the orbital
part of the trajectory comprises most of the flight of the missile, the climb
angle at cut-off suggested by reference 2 is not far from the value which gives
maximum range from launch to impaot. A01justment of the range error at impact
by means of the climb angle must be a wasteful process requiring perhaps a
hundred times as much acceleration as the adjustment of speed.

In order to correct the typical error in range Er quoted above, the
missile will require an acceleration of 4.1 ftse;2 for 20 seconds.

4 Reference velocity

4.1 The previous two sections have shown that during the vernier stage of
guidance and control, it is profitable to regard the guidance in terms of the
velocity with which the missile is moving. Corrections to the missile path are
most readily communicated as small changes to the velocity already attained.
Out of this method of thinking there arises the concept of a reference velocity,
defined as the velocity which the missile shouli possess if it is to hit the
target, towards which the actual missile velocity should be steered. The
reference velocity is a slowly varying function of position, and of the climb
angle which may be arbitrarily disposed. Guidance in azimuth may be attained
by comparing the desired and attained values of the lateral velocity components
and accelerating the missile to null the difference. Guidance in range could
be achieved by comparing the reference speed with the speed attained and
accelerating the missile to null the difference.

4.2 Such a method of guidance in azimuth appears quite feasible. However,
for guidance in range, it appears sensible to arrange that the missile needs
only to accelerate and never to decelerate. Such an arrangement represents an
eoonoqr in fuel since thure is no need to accelerate beyond the reference
speed. FAwthermore, there is no need to mount a motor which can thrust in a
direction tz. oppose the velocity. The prioe paid for the provision of thrust
on.y in the direction of motion is that the operation of oontrolling in range
is a single attempt which must be sufficiently accuate at the first shot.
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There is no possibility of avoiding an error if the thrust is not out-off at
the correct instant since relighting the motor is impracticable and no motor
is installed for providing backward thrust.

4-3 It appears desirable to compute oontinuously (strictly at frequent
intervals) all three components of the reference velocity so that a frequent
comparison of cut-off velocity and actual velocity may be made. At the final
vernier ut-off, it is neoessary to control all three components of the
missile velocity to be adequately close to the. oorresponding components of
tre reference velocity. Since the moment of cut-off is governed by the
coincidence of the critical oomponents, the other two components of the mis-
sile velocity should be already adequately close to the reference components.

Hence. there arises a distinction between guidance in range and in
azimuth. The guidance in range consists of a single act when a signal is
sent to ,ut off the motor. Guidance in attitude which governs primarily the
azimuth error (see section 3.3 about effect of climb angle on range error)
will be prolonged and should aim to be complete by the earliest moment at
which cut-off is likely to occur. The term 'httitudd' is used in a vector sense
to denote the direction of the missile longitudinal axis in both vertical and
horizontal planes. By the term "completion" is meant that the control in
azimuth has reduced and maintained the difference between the lateral oom-
ponent of the reference velocity and the actual velocity below a level corres-
ponding to tolerable error at impact. If the azimuth control were prolonged
beyond the cut-off point of the longitudinal motor, it would be essential
that the azimuth motors be at right angles to the velocity of the missile in
order that no further error in range be caused by subsequent correction to
the azimuth velocity component. Such a stipulation would be difficult to
satisfy, and furthermore, the azimuth motors would be separate units. It is
hoped that adequate attitude control may be achieved by sideways deflection
of a motor which thrusts chiefly longitudinally.

4.4 The size of thrust during the vernier stage of flight is diotated by
the ability tu cut-off the speed and control the attitude of the missile
within tolerances which correspond to the required accuracy in impact position
Reference 4 quotes that a North American rocket motor with 240 K lb thrust can
be cut-off with an effective scatter in time of ±+0.04 seord, a figure which
may be improved upon, particularly if some attention is directed to achieving
reproducible out-off. Assuming the same scatter may be applied to the vernier
motor which will have smaller thrust, the acceleration during the vernier
stage may be no more than Z5 ft/seo2 (0.78g) in order that the speed after
cut-off shall be correct to ±I ft/seo. For the Atlas missile, Convair pro-
posals were for a vernier acceleration of 0.25g.

The length of the vernier stage would be ideally as short as possible.
In a guidance scheme employing radar, the missile is rapidly becoming more
remote from the ground station so that measurements are progressively more
difficult, and probably less accurate, as time proceeds. Similar considera-
tions apply to inertia guidance equipment where some part of the error will
increase with time. Thus it is desirable that the errors to be corrected at
the start of the vernier stage shall be as small as possible. This means
that guidance during the main boost, and the cutting off of the main motor
should be as accurate as possible, suggesting that whatever method of
guidance is used during the vernier control stage should also be employed
during the later stage of the main boost phase.

If the final acceleration during boost is 20g at the time of main motor
out-off, and the scatter in the effective ut-off instant is 0.04 second, the
scatter in velocity after out-off is likely to be 16 ft/seo. Thus if the
main motor out-off is timed to be effeotive on average at a speed 50 ft/seo
short of the reference speed, the missile will rarely exceed the required

-7-
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ou-off speed as a result of uncertainty in the impulse arising during extino-
tion of the main motor. If the vernier aooeleration were chosen as 10 ft/seo2 ,

the vernier stage would last on an average 5 seconds.

However, it will be necessary to ensure that the vernier stage lasts for
at least some time in order that guidance and control funwtions may have time
to settle. Anj lateral velocity at the instant of main motor cut-off must be
reduced to a tolerable level. In the Convair scheme for the guidanoe of Atlas,
the smoothing time oonstant used in derivir missile velocity was expected to
be of the order of 10 seconds, and so the vernier stage was arranged to last
for at least 20 seconds.

4.5 It is apparent that there may be a need for a reference velocity which is
defined over a whole range of positions covering the vernier phase and also the
later stages of the boost phase.

The first step in cbtaining such a reference velocity is to derive a
general relation for the velocity required to pass through a specified target.
This may be deduced as follows, wnder the simplifying assumptions of a spherical
non-rotating earth.

Take coordinates (r, 0) to be polar coordinates with respect to the centre
of the earth as origin and initial line passing through the target. The angle

0 is measured positively in the sense opposing the direction of flight of the
missile.

Reference 2, equation (4), shows that the condition that an orbit starting

from a point (ri, 01) passes through a target (r 2 , 0) is

2

0 -__ (1- cos 0j) + (os t* - q sin ,) _ (6)
r 2  1 ri  ri q

where p gi govern the velocity at cut-off through the relations

2

and tan8 1 . (8)

At ut-off, the veloo1ty is assumed to be of magnitude vi  inolined at an
angle e to the local horizontal. The radius of the earth is taken as R,
and g the acoeleration due to gpavity at the earth surfaoe.

From the analytical geometry of an ellipse, it may be deduced from equation
(6) that the length of the semi-latus-reetum of the orbit is

t pL* (9)

write o oct it (10)

2
It may be shown that 001 61" (i)

0 SC

"8"
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20
and sin 2 (12

0 +1

Substituting equations (9), (11) and (12) into equation (6) gives

02+1 , o2+1"_2+1 +
r 2 r =

i°, r,= = ( ° 2+1) r (°2-1) + 2g, °

write h r -r 2  (13)

where h is the height of the out-off point in excess of the target height.

The'-" h (o2.1) + 2r2 (1+qlo) (i.)

Substituting for £ frcm equation (9) and for P1 from equation (7) results
in the following equations:

2 g R2  2g 2

p1 U 2 r2-- ,1  (15)
Vl I rr jh(o 2 +1) + 2 2 ((+oq)J

4+6 Equation (15) defines the speed v required at a out-off point dis-
tanoe r1  from the oent=e of the earth in order to reach a target distance
r2 from. the oentre of the earth at a range from cut-off such that the trajeo-
tory subtends an angle j at the oentre of the earth. In equation (15), it,
is neoessary to specify the oliab angle at cut-off 01 (governed by q =
tan Ot). The variables o and h are defined in equations (10) and (13).
It is apparent that an infinity of vaoumn trajectories may be found passing
through two speoified points, at ut-off and the target. General2,y, it is
necessary to specify in addition some extra criterion in order to define
uniquely the velocity required at out-off (reference velocity). This may be
achieved for example by maing the climb angle som specified function of
position. The reference velocity then becomes a definite function of posi-
tion, with the magnitude v1  governed by equation (15).

5 Soe definitions of reference velocity

5.1 Sce six simple methods of defining the reference velocity are con-
sidered below. The fUxst definition is perhaps the most obvious and comprises
the velocity which has the least magnitude of all those which cause the mis-
sile to pass tough the target. The reference velocity defined in this way
is the opti=n ons sugested in ref erenoe 2 and is most asimz defined by the
fo.lae quoted thee. Tb.- apeed Is s1 w in equations (26) and (29) of
z ee 2 to be vbwe

1(16)

W.9
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where d is the straight line distance from out-off to the target defined by

d2  r1
2 + r22 - 2 r2 c 1 (17)

This equation (7) may be written in a slightly more oonvenient form by
use of equation (13) as

d 2 = h + 21r2 (1  " oos 01)• (17a)

The olimb angle required on such an optimum trajectory is 01 where
equation (33) of reference 2 shows

cot 2e1 = oec .- cot " (18)

5.2 Another possible definition of the reference velocity arises from the
work of reference 1, where it is assumed that the missile flies on a ground
optimized trajectory. This is defined as the vacuum ballistic trajectory pas-
sing throigh the ut-off point and the target which covers the greatest range
between the two points in which it intersects the earth surface. Inclusion of
an "imaginary" part of the trajectory before the cut-off point makes some
allowance for the necessity to choose a trajectory which is eoonomical between
launch and target rather than between cub,-off and target as in reference 2.
As shown in reference 1, equation (27), the condition which speoifies a ground
optimized trajectory is

2
P2 1-q 2 . (19)

By analogy with equation (15), nter4isging impact and out-off,

p 2  *fr1 (+~ 2 )(20)
-h(o +I ) + 2,( o2

Thus, substituting equation. (20) into condition (19), gives

222

h*n 0o 0he-

2r(q +2r,;) -(, 1) + h( 2+

2 2

i.--- q 2 2 0 (21)
1-q2 I

Equation (21) represents a cubic in q2which may be solved to determine the
trajectory required. Equation (21) as *ritten in in a form suitable for rapd
solution by numerical App&ozistion.

10 -
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It has been shown in reference 3, equation (7) that

rq +r2q1
ri "r2

Substituting from equations (10) and (13) gives

ri zq+r 2q+ch . (22)

Once a value oftq has been determined from equation (21), the use of
equation (22) leads toihe oorresponding value of qc and so the climb angle
at out-off by equation (8). When the value of q has been determined, the
speed at out-off v, may be calculated from equation (15).

5.3 A third definition of the reference velocity arises from maintaining
the climb angle at out-off a constant over the whole family of trajectories.
The direction of the reference velooiy is thus speoified from the outset and
the magnitude v, may be calculated readaly from equation (15). As an
example below, the constant value used is approximately equal to the opti-m
climb angle at the standard cut-off position; optimum being used in the sense
of referenoe 2 as the climb angle whidh requires least speed to reach the
target from the given out-off point.

5.4 A slight modification nf maintaining the climb angle constant would be
to maintain the out-off velooi-t parallel to a fixed direotion in space. Sudh
a definition of climb angle might be more convenient than maintaining the
climb angle constant, since the climb angle may be determined only when the
plan position of the missile and hence the local vertical is known. Themethod of oalculation is as above in section 5.3.

5.5 A more sophisticated suggestion originating with Convair, USA, is that
the latua rectum of the family of trajectories should be a specified constant.
This may be expressed in an equivalent form by requiring that the angular
momentum about the tarth centre per unit mass of the missile is the same for
all the trajeoturies. As an example below, the ocnstant value used is the
rounded value of that on the optimm trajectories of seotion 5.1 evaluated at
the standard out-off position.

From equation (14) above, it can be seen that an equation exists relating

the climb angle parameter ql with the out-off position

c r h (2+i 1 (23)

Equation (23) defines the climb angle e1 uniquely in terms of the out-off
position throu& the variables r, and o. When the value of has been
caloulatedt the corresponding referenoe speed v1 may be found from equations
(7) and (9)

g 2 ~ ~ 2 t.1+

v1 r, r1
2  (4)

5.6 A final definition of reference velocity arises by analogy with the
pr=evious definition. The other plftoip. length associated with an ellipse

SECRET DISCREET
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is its major axis and it is possible to imagine a scheme in which the length of
the major axis of all the elliptical orbits is specified. Equation (21) in
reference I shows that the length of the semi-major axis is

2-p,*(5

Thus it follows from equation (7) that

VI  r 2gR(R)2 (26)

Equation (26) shows that the reference speed required by this relation is
purely a function of height and does not depend on the distance to the target.
This might possess some advantage in simplicity. However, there is an
associated disadvantage in freeing the reference speed from dependence on the
plan position of the cut-off point. In order that the missile may reach the
target, it is neoessary that the speed specified by equation (26) shall exceed
the minimum speed specified by equation (16) of section 5.1. This means that
the value chosen for the length of the major axis (2a) must be adequate for all
expected positions at which the reference velocity is to be omiprted. Other-
wise the corresponding -limb angle will be imaginary. It may be shown (refer-
enoe 2) that the approprTiate value for the major axis is half the maximum value
of the perimeter of the triangle formed by the out-off points the target and
the oentre of the earth.

The corresporing climb angle may be deduced as follows. Substituting
equation (9) in equation -(14) gives

2__2____ 2

(i +) +2r(1+qlc)

iqe ~ 2 + , 02+1+ +q

Substitute for p1 from equation (25)

(qi__]5p) 2  = r+ 1 ~ ( . i

Thus

-12 -
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Either of these values of the olimb angle will oause the missile to
pass through the target. For the example below, the lower olimb angle has
been quoted as more appropriate. It may be shown that the values of qj
given by expression (27) are real so long as the speed oorresponding to the
value of (26) exceeds the minimm speed required to reach the target.

5.7 mhe above examples of reference velocities have been computed below for
a selection of five positions. The standard trajectory is taken to be one on
which the missile travels 2500 n. miles to a target on the ground from a out-
off point 100 n. miles high. About this out-off point which has been desig-
nated (2500, 100) four other points have been considered differing by
±50 n. miles in height and ±100 n. miles in ground range: viz.

(2400, 100) (2500, 150) (2600, 100) (2500, 50).

It ill be observed that the first of these coordinates represents the
ground range travelled from cut-off to impact and the second the height of
out-off, both measured in nautical miles.

The six values of referenoe velocities are compared in the table below
for each of the five positions enumerated The first table lists values of
the referenoe speeds and the second table the oorresponding climb angles.

Table of reference speeds (ft/sec)

Position 2500, 100 2400, 100 2500, 150 2600, 100 2500, 50

Least rpeed 18095.74 17821.06 17789.87 18359.54 18410.18

Ground optimum 18109.45 17835.41 17822.70 18372.68 18413-38

1 = 33o 18095.74 17821.61 17790.92 18360.07 181W11.35

Conat. inclination 18095.74 17827.66 17790.92 18368.12 184.11.35

= 1239.418 18095.74 17832.19 17790.13 18370.36 18410.48

2a. 4776.287 18359.54 18359.54 17859.37 18359.54 18860.21

Table of reference climb angles

(inolination in degrees to local horizontal)

Position 2500, 100 2400, 100 2500, 150 2600, 100 2500, 50

Least speed 33030116" 33052120" 32058W40" 33081 340224"

Ground optimum 310384 31°5749, 3003'37" 31019'7" 330994

01 - 33"o 330302 33030' 330301 330301 33030'

Conat. inoliation 330301 35 010' 33030t 31040 '  33030 '

6 a 1239.418 33030' 32011154V 3301421" 34°04622" 33045'33"

2a =4776.287 g5°24'28" 22021'29" 2804'15"1 3308 '  23040'24"

5.8 Inspeotion of the two tables above shows that maintaining the olium
a oonstant demamds hardly more than i ftseo greater speed than the
least. The o" angles may differ by up to half a degree over the region of
space oonsidered, but the referenoe speeds hardly differ signiffioantly.

- i3RE
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Maintanng the inclination of the reference velocity constant in space
causes a slightly greater demand for speed (almost another 10 ft/seo) and is
associated with a variation of rather more than a degree about the olimb angle
for least speed. A similarly close approximation to the least speed is pro-
vided by the Convair Proposal of constant latus rectum. The speeds demanjed
approximate olosely to those for a constant velocity direction in space (up to
10 ft/seO greater than the least) and the climb angles again deviate about a
degree from the olin angle for least speed but in the opposite sense to the
deviations of the constant inclination.

The reference speeds demanded by a ground optimized trajectory are as much
as 30 ft/seo greater than the least, and the climb angles up to 3 degrees lower.
The climb angles are always lower on the ground optimized trajeotory than the
climb angles for least speed, but as the height decreases to zero, the two
values approach equality.

The only definition of reference speed oonsidered here which leads to
speeds greatly exceeding the least is that for which the major axis of the
trajectories is specified. This arises because the value of the major a.-Ls
must be chosen large enough to ensure at least the lowest speed is demanded at
all points where the reference velocity is to be evaluated. For the five posi-
tions considered in the table, the major axis was determined by the point
(2600, 100) at which the reference velocity was chosen equal to that for the
lowest speed. However, at the point (24,00, 100) the resulting speed for a
constant major axis is over 500 ft/seo greater than the lowest speed, which
would demand a large sacrifice in performance. Unless the variation of cut-off
position can be more closely oircumscribed, the constant major axis determina-
tion of reference velocity does not appeer profitable.

6 Linear and Quadratio fits to reference velocity

6.1 For simplicity in computing the reference velocity (e.g. in an airborne
oomputor) it may be desired to approximate to the reference speed and climb
angle. A rnmical investigation IS described below which determines the range
of positions over which linear and quadratic approximations will hold.

The investigation has been carried out in terms of two coordinates of
position, viz. the ground range from launch and the height above the earth
surface. No regard has been paid to the dependence on the azimuth coordinate.
The ground range and height are the two position coordinates which arise most
naturally in the analysis about a spherical earth but it must be noted that they
constitute curvilinear coordinates. Because of this curvature, transformation
to other coordinate systems is not simple. This means that the results are not
necessarily applicable to a computor fed by an inertia navigator which measures
displacements and velocities along certain fixed directions.

The definition of reference velooity chosen for msch of the work is that
given by a constant climb angle. This definition is simpler for numerical work
than the others, which may recommend it also for guidance purposes.

Since the climb angle is chosen constant at all points where the reference
velocity is computed, only the reference speed varies. The constant climb
angle chosen was 331 degrees to the local horizontal which is nearly that
requiring least reference speed at the standard out-off position. The standard
cut-off position is the same as that above in section 5 with cut-off 100 n.miles
high and impact at a ground range from out-ofT of 2500 n. miles. The reference
speed at the standard out-off position will be referred to as the standard
reference speed

6.2 Suppose the reference speed is approximated by a linear relationship.
Consider the approximation evaluated at a speed (1+e) times the standard

- 14 - E
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reference speed, where 8 is a small fraction. The next term in the Taylor
series in which the reference speed is expanded about the standard cut-off
point shows that errors between a linear approximation and the true reference
speed are of order e'. If an error of - ft/seo is tolerable in the
approxdmating, and the staxar4d value of the reference speed is about
20 K ft/seo, then to better than an order of magnitude

S=2 X 2 0, 0 00

i.e. £

Hence it follows that a linear approximation may be expected to hold
adequately for reference speeds within .100 ft/seo of the standard reference
speed. This is confirmed below.

S1milary with the quadrati approximation, errors-between it and the
accurate value have the order e. Thus to better than an order of
magnitude

Thus a quadratic approximation may be expected to hold adequately over a
spread of _600 ft/seo in the reference speeds.

6.3 Appendix I contains a derivation of the first and second order differ-
ential coefficients of the reference speed, defined by a fixed climb angle.
The reference speed is a functiou of two variables, the ground range and
height of out-off. Variation of the reference speed with the climb angle

need not be considered since the climb angle is constant. The equations arenumbered in the same sequence as those above in the main text.

The expressions derived for the two first order differentials and the
three second order differentials are evaluated at the standard cut-off
position. The results are in agreement with those published in Reference 3.

6.4 Working correct to seven figures, the following table of reference
speeds may be computed for the constant climb angle 0 . 33J degrees.

Table of reference speeds (ft/sec): constant climb angle

Ground range to impact

(n. miles)

2470  2500 2530

Out-off 85 18108.14 18189.26 18269.20
height 100 18014.56 18095.74 18176.03
(n. miles) 115 17921.66 18003.18 18083.82

Working equally accurately using the first order coefficients derived in
Appendix Ip a similar table may be compiled of the linear approximation to
the refermce speed. The following table shows the differences between the
linear approximation and the accurate values at the nine points shown above.

-15-
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Table of differences between linear ap2roximation
and accurate reference speed (ft/seo)

Ground range to impact

(n. miles) _ _

2470 2500 2530

Cut-off 85 -0.41 -0.49 +0.30
height 100 +0.44 0 +0.44
(n. miles) 115 +0.31 -0.48 -0.39

ThIs table confirms that a linear approximation to the reference speed is
likely to hold to within i ft/sec for reference speeds differing by 100 ft/seo
from the standard out-off position.

By computing a oonsiderable number of differences in the manner described
above, the diagram in Pig. i has been compiled. This shows the contour of

ft/seoc difference between the linear approximation and the accurate reference
speed. The contour may be treated in the same way as a polar diagram in that
the corresponding contour for say I ft/sec may be obtained by drawing in the
curve which is at all points (2)F times as far away from the origin as the
curve shown. This is because (for small errors) the error in the approximation
varies as the square of the tolerance permitted on the variation in position
(see section 6.2).

Figure i shows that the linear approximation will be adequately close
over a range of cut-off positions within i5 n. miles of the standard out-off
height and ±30 n. miles of the standard cut-off ground range.

6.5 In a similar way, the coverage of the quadratic approximation may be
determined. The following table lists the reference speeds computed for a
constant olimb angle of 3- degrees. The positions are more widely spread
than in the table of section 6.) .

Table of reference speeds (ft/see): constant climb angle

Ground range to impaot

(n. miles)

2400 2500 2600

Cut-off 50 18141.54 18411.35 18671.71
height 100 17821.61 18095.74 18360.07
(n. miles) 150 17512.97 17790.92 18058.79

Using all the five first and second order coefficients derived in Appendix
I, the corresponding values of the quadratic approximation may be computed.
The following table shows differenes between the quadratic approximation and
the accurate values quoted in the table above.

-16-
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Table of differences between quadratic approximation
and accur'ate reference speed (ft/seo)

Ground range to impact
(n. miles)

21400 2500 2600

Cut-off 50 -0.39 -0.10 -0.13
height 100 +0.12 0 -0.12
(n. miles) 150 +0.13 0.09 0.34

By computing the differences for several more points, the diagram in Fig.2
has been plotted. This shows the contour oorresponding to ft/seo error in
the quadratic approximation to the reference speed. As in Fig. t the contour
may be scaled in or out since the errors in the approximation vary roughly as
the cube of the distanee f am thestandard position at the oriin. Thus the
contour for any other error value may be obtained by magnifying or diminishing
the scale of Fig.2.

The results expressed by Fig.2 are more diffioult .to sumarize than for
Fig.1. It appears reasonable to say that the quadratic approximation will
hold adeqiately over a range of cut-off positions within ±75 n. miles of the
standard position measured normal to the trajectory and ±150 n. miles measured
along the trajectory.

6.6 Some work was also completed on a definition of reference velocity such
that the olirb angle is chosen to malm the reference speed least. Appendix
3I contains a derivation of the first and second order differential coeffi-
cients of the reference speed, and the first differentials of the climb angle.
The expressions are evaluated at the standard cut-off position.

The following table of reference speeds has been computed for the least
reference speed at the same pints as in section 6. .

Table of reference speeds (ft/seo): least reference speed

Ground range to impact

. miles)

2400 2500 260

Cut-off 50 18138.01 18410.16 18671.62
height 100 17821.06 18095.74 18359.54
(n. miles) 15Q 17512.85 17789.87 18055.84

Using the differential coefficients evaluated in Appendix II, the correspond-
ing values of the quadratic approximation may be calculated. The following
table shows differences between the quadratic approximation and the accurate
values of the reference speed for the nine positions shown in the table above.

-17-
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Table of differenes between quadratic apexiation
arA aoouate reference speed (ft/seo)

Ground range to impaot

(n. Miles)

24o 2500 260o

Cut-off 50 -0.11 -0.05 -0,16
height 100 0.12 0 -0V11
(n. miles) 150 0.16 0*04 0110

Coaparison with the oLresponding table in the preoeding section 6.5 shows
that the quadratic approximation to the least reference speed is rather closer
than the quadratic approximation to the reference speed for constant climb
angle. Thus the quadratic approximation to the least reference speed may be
expected to hold over a somewhat larger area than that described at the end of
section 6.5.

Since the olint angle varies when the reference velocity is defined as
that requiring least speed, it is neoessary also to approximate to the varia-
tion of thi olimb angle. The following table shows acuate values of the climb
angle computed for the same positions as the referere speeds -bove.

Table of olimb angles for least reference speed
(degrees to local horizontal)

Ground range to impact (n. miles)

2400 2500 2600

Cut-off 50 34.2,5155" 3402124"1 33038 146"
height 100 33052120" 3303011711 330810"

(n. miles) 150 33019'17 "  32058'40"? 3203714311

Appendix II contains the analysis leading to values of the first deriva-
tives of the climb angle with respeot to height and ground range. Thus the
corresponding values of the linear approxination to the climb angle may be oal-
culated. The following table shows differenoes between the linear approxima-
tion to the climb angle and the accurate values quoted in the table above.

Table of difference between linear appoximation
and accurate climb angle (seconds of arc)

Ground range to Impact

(ni. miles)

2400 2500 2600

Cut-off 50 -96 -15 73
height 100 7 0 7
(n, miles) 1.50 78 -15 -.88

- 18-
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It may be shown (e.g. Reference i) that for clinb angles differing by
up to 10 minutes of arc from the climb angle for least reference speed,
there is insignificant effect on the reference speed. Thus it appears from
the above table that a linear approximation to the olimb angle would be
adequate over the range of positions described at the end o: section 6.5.

6.7 The size of each of the linear terms in the approximation to the
reference speed rises to about 300 ft/seo at the edge of the region covered
by the tables in sections 6.5 and 6.6. If error in the linear coefficient
is to contribute no more than 2 ft/sea error to the value of the reference
speed, the coefficient must be accurate to within two parts in a thousand.

The size of the quadratic terms in the approximation to the reference
speed rises to about 5 ft/sec at the edge of the region covered by the
tables. Thus if the error in the quadratic coefficient is to contribute no
more than T1 ft/seo error to the reference speed, the coefficient must be
accurate to about 10%.

Over the region described at the end of section 6.5, the relative
accuracies required in the coefficients of the expansion of the reference
speed are as follows.

Constant term; 2 parts in 100,000

Linear coefficient: I part in 1,000

Quadratic coefficient:. 3 parts in 1OO.

The last two accuracies are probably within the capability of an
analogue computing device. Thus the reference speed computor may be based
on analogue circuits pro-vLded the origin is shifted to the standard value of
ths reference speed.

7 oesible principles

7.1 As a result of the work above, it seems clear that firm proposals may
be made for guidance during the vernier stage of thrust. These are outlined
below in the oonolusicns. Conoerning guidance during the period of main
motor thrust, the work above suggests two broad principles. However, the
velocity of the missile is a three dimensional vector, so that there are
three disposable components. The employment of only two guidance principles
would leave guidance in the third dimension arbitrary. Guidanoe in range is
achieved by the choice of out-off speed. Guidance to remove the line error
at impact is by controlling the lef/right component of the missile velocity.
Guidance in the up/down direction, which governs the olimb angle and attitude
angle, has not been defined so far.

7.2 The choice of the climb path affects considerably the maxiumi range
which the missile can travel for a given motor performance. Reference 5 has
aholn that a close apoxrimation to the best performance is given by a climb
at constant attitude (after a turnover through the atmosphere from a vertical
launch direction). 7he value of the optimum attitude angle is a function of
the range to be traversed and of the motor performance.

7.3 A climb at constant attitude could be achieved by guidance from an
auto-pilot in which the free gyro is sufficiently wander-free to maintain its
dUeotios throughout the boost period. If such a guidance scheme were
adopted, thb reference velocity could be computed as suggested for the ver-
nier phase from measurements of the position and climb angle of the missile.
Guldance in azimuth could be either by comparing left/right components of the
actual and reference veloities or by constant pre-set attitude.

- 19 -
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Work is needed on this guidanoe Eoheme to investigate whether a satisfaotory
system can be developed. On the one hand the oontrol system mst not be so
heavy or demand so much power as to cause a Oonsiderable loss in performance.
On the other hand, the control unst not be so slack as to allow wide dispersion
which would again cause loss of performance through mis-direotion of the rocket
thrut or by requiring a heavier guidance oomptor. Dispersion at main motor
cut-oef also determines the size of the vernier control equipment.

7. Alternative guidance schemes may be devised in which the guidance is not
preset as in the scheme above. For example, the following principle appears
workable although no investigation has been carried out. A preferred attitude
is defined which might be, for example, the direction along which the thrust of
the missile would be directed in the preset scheme above. The missile is con-
trolled in heading so as to make the up/down and left/right velocity components
approach the corresponding components of the reference velocity (defined with
respect to the preferred attitude). If the reference velocity is chosen
suitably, the cemponente normal to the preferred attitude will change little
along the standard trajectory. Possibly one of the definitions of reference
velocity discussed in the preceding section will suffice for this purpose.
Under these conditions. if the missile suffers small dispersion, the missile
attitude and thrust di.etion will soon settle along the preferred attitde.
If, however, the missile suffers a wide dispersion, the components of the
reference velocity will change slowly and cause the missile to alter its head-
Ing, ocpeasating to some extent for the dispersion.

This method of guidance appears more complicated in principle and might be
more difficult to instrument. However, it does not require a gyroscope capable
of preserving its attitude for the duration of the boost. There might also be
less dispersion than with the preset method of 7-3-

7.5 Another guidance scheme (proposed by Convair) has been described as
"pursuit homing in velocity space". The guidance computor is so constructed as
to set up effeotively two continuously varying vectors, one representing the
reference velocity and the other the actual missile velocity. The guidance
principle is to direct the heading of the missile along the vector difference,
called the "velocity to be gained". If for purposes of illustration, the vector
velocities are regarded as defining the positions of two points (target and
missile) it will be appreciated that the guidance principle is akin to command-
ing the missile to perform a pursuit homing course towards the target.

This guidrnoe scheme appears equally as flexible as the one described
above in section 7-.4 but suffers from one obvious defect. Towards the end of
the boost phase when the actual velocity becomes nearly equal to the reference
velocity, the guidance suffers from the well known failing of pursuit courses
in that the missile heading is liable to change very rapidl y.

8 Conlusions

8.1 The result of the arg[ents in chapters 2, 3 and 4 is that guidance during
the vernier phase of thrust should aim at correcting the two velocity components
in the (witial and lef/right directions. This suggests that the thrust of the
vernier motor should be substantially along the critical direction with ability
to deflect laterally for control of heading.

Guidance in the up/down plane may be chosen arbitrarily. Thus the attitude
could be maintained oorstant by a free gro preset before laimob. Alternatively,
as in the Convair proposals, the attitude could be maintained the same as at
main mot out-off by 'means of an auto-pilot am of shorter stability.

'F The reference velooty is computed as a function of the missile position
and c3mb angle measured by the navigational equipment. Guidance in aaimath

-20-
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aims at equating the leftriht component of the missile velocity with the
left/right component of the reference velocity, and maintaining the error
adequately small. Guidance in range is achieved by cutting off the vernier
motor when the missile critical vlooity component reaches the oorresponding
Critical component of the reference velocity.

8.2 The reference speed can be computed on the ground as a function of
position by means of a relatively simple oomputor provided the coordinates
are ourvilinear ones, viz. ground range and height, If the dispersion of the
out-off position from the standard position does not exceed V5 n. miles in
height and ±301 n. miles in ground range, a linear approximation will give
values within t ft/seo of the correct reference speed. A quadratio approxi-
mation lies within - ft/seo of the correct speed for dispersion of ±t75 n.mileo
normal to the trajectory and .150 n. miles along the trajectory.

8-3 Two guidance principles are suggested in sections 7.3 and 7.4 which
appear worthy of investigation. Futre investigation will take the form of
devising the best oontrol system and finding its effect on weight and per-
formanoe of the missile.
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Glossary

Attitude is used to denote the direction in space of the missile
longitudinal axis.

Suffices I and 2 are used to denote values of variables at cut-off and
at impact.

a length of semi major axis of elliptical orbit

A factor relating error at impact to error in position at cut-off:
see equations (1) - (5

a inclination to horizontal of vernier acceleration

B factor relating error at impact to error in velocity at out-off:
see equations 0i)(5)

o cot 2 1

d straight-line distance c out-off to impact

S4& error in line of impact position relative to target

Ar error in range of Impact

f magniude of verrier acceleration

g acoeleration due to gravity at earth surface: 32 ft/seo2

h n r, - r 2 s height of out-off in emoess of the impact point

8 olAmb angle: inclination to local horizontal of masdla, velocity

- 21 -
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4 length of semi latus rectum of elliptioal orbit

0 angle subteined at the oentre of the earth between the out-off point and
the Impact point

2
p parameter related to missile speed: -

gR

q tanG

r distance of missile fran oentre of the earth

R radius of earth 34-37.75 n. miles

I duration of vernier acceleration

v speed of missile

x ground range of missile from launch

y displacement of missile normal to plane of desired trajeoto'y

z displaoement of missile along critical direotion
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APPEDfIX I

First and Seoond Differentials of Reference Speed
for Fixed Climb Angle

It is shown in the text, equation (15), that

2 2
2 2g R r 2 (1+q )

v r jh(°2+1) * 2

Regard this as a definition of the referenoe speed vt in terms of the
cut-off psitLon (rl, 02) of which the coordinates are measured with respect
to the oentre of the earth as origin and the direction of the target as
initial line. The variables (r., t2) govern the values of h and o
through equations (00) and (13). The climb angle e1  is kept constant and
so equation (8) shows that qj is constant.

Differentiate logarithmically with respect to ri ;

r28v, + &I~ (o 2+6)r 0
-T" 1 h(o+i) 2r 2 (1o q) "0

us:Lug euAtion (13) Which shows = -i .

Thus

VI 6(+ (c 2 +1)r (-8
6v r o2+i)h + 2r(1c 1 )

Take for the standard out-off conditions a ground range to impact of

2500 n. miles at a olimb angle of 33M2° from a out-off heigvb of 100 n. miles.

Thus

q - tan 33030t . 0.66188556

o = 0ot 20c501 . 2.627912

h = 1OO . miles.

Take the radiiu of the earth R 3437.7k n. miles and the aooeleration
due to gravity at the earth surfaoe 32 ft/s e c.

Equation (15) shows that

vt a 18095.74 ft/8e.

Cquation (13) sha-ia that

rm a 3537.75 n. mLes.
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Substituting the above values in exressionl (28) gives

a - 6.202416 ft/sec per n. mile in heiJit.

Differentiate equation (15) logarithmically with respect to o;

26v (2ho + 2r 2 q1 )6o
v, h(02+1) + oq2(1+ )

v, 8o(ho + r2q1)I - 2 29
, ,(o +1) + 2r2(l+,q,)

Now by equation (10)

0o cot TA

Thus 60 a -2(o 1  (30)

Write the ground range from the laur point to out-off as . Then it

follows that for fixed launch and impao positions,

6 = -R .80. (31)

Substitutimg equation (31) into equatio (30) gives

6o= /0 +1  (32)

Substituting equation (32) into equation (29) gives

-'V * -(m + (33)I" ' -"h(02+1 ) + 2r2(1+oqi)

Substituting standard values of the variables in expression (33) gives

8v1  a - 2.69113 ft/seo per n. mile ground range

Equation (28) may be written as

+ 2I( a +1 A+ 2r2(I+oq1)

Differentiating onoe more with respect to r1  gives

2v /y an V1v(02+1)2

2+2 2 (o+i)h +2r2(1+j]

' _ 2 -,
- , 2

a70C1 rr DISC rEET
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a2 2 (o4i I
7,T _ ,_ _ _ _ _vi e.

', ;~1} r 1 [(o 2+i)h + ,loql

Evaluated at the standard out-off position, the above expression (34) is

82i
0.004317 ft/seo per (n. mile) 2 .

2

Equation (33) may be written

_i _ v1 (02+1)(ho+r 2q1 )

'i -2" "R h(o2+1 ) + 2. % )

Differentiating logarithmioaL y with respect to ground range X, gives

Thual

ev, I-mi ai /2o\ ( \ h\/ac\

2(ho+r2q )

h -1 + 'I2(ol+l) \(1 ol

Now equation (30) shows that

- 2
SRT- DICRE

a 2R

Thus

62v /VN 2 / T 0 hO 1

Im 2_ 2Rkorq

(ho+r 2 q1 )(c2+1)

-R lh(o2 4.i) + 2 2 (1+oqj)I]

Using equation (33) to eliminate the last term gives

a x1 /av"\Coh(o 2 +1) a2/j 2

0e a 2 2 by
2i+ "l ~ 1 (35)
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Evaluated at the standard out-off position, the above expression (35) is

2a v2
2 - 0.0009784 ft/seO per (n. mile)

1 2

Differentiating equation (33) logarithmioally with respect to r, gives

a2v
I Vo (o +1)

'Xi I, + "02q! h(o2+1) + 2r2(1+o1)

Use equation (28) to eliminate the last term.

- )tv PL, R") b+r + +

i.e. a 2.V, + (36)
a , ax, V \am, \ar1  ax +~q r

Evaluated at the standard cut-off position, the above expression (36) is
a2v

a - - 0f0t07797 t/seo per (n. mle) 2

-26-
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APPDIX II

First and Second Differentials of Referenoe Velooity
for Least Reference Speed

It is quoted in the text, equations (16), that

2 22

II = r r +d)

Regard this as the definition of the referenoe speed v1  in terms of
the out-o-*f position (r I ,d) where r is the distance from the oentre of the
earth an d is the straight line itane from the target. As shown in
equation (17), d may be related to the angular range 01 subtend at the
oentre of the earth through the equation

2 rl2 2
d r + r 2  - 2r1 r 2 Cos 01

Differentiate logarithmioaly with respect to r I ;

2-vt 8rl 8 - 61 8a + 8r1v g r d -h r, + r. + d

2-v i 8r , + 2 . i - (dr2)(

. -- , (d-h)(r+r 2 (d)

usin the defintion of h in equation (13).

Differentiate equation (17) with respect to r,

d 81  = ZI(ri - r 2 o. ) (38)

2d : Ir 8d (d*'rZ)8ri = 28r, {r12 _ r r. oos , d"2 _ 2d]

Ir= 12 '2 . =.2 + d2 .- 2d2 :

using equation (17) for 00s *1

- & r1 -r 2
2 - 2r 2d-_d 2

6r- Iri 2 - (r ]

S- ~i (d *j+r)(d-,h).

- 27 -
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Substituting in equation (37) giesa

v 8vI [.,I (39)

At the standard out-off position defined in Appendix I it may be shown that

a 2482.60 n. miles.

Evaluated at the standard out-off position, the above expression (39) is

= - 6.20203 ft/sec per n. mile of height.

When the ground range to the out-off point varies, equation (17) shows
that d varies but r, remains constant.

Differentiate equation (17) with respect to I

d. 8d = rir 2 sin §,. 8§i.

From equation (31) it follows that

rlr 28 d r --I r 2 s• 6 x ( 4 0 ) ,
Rd i x

where & is the change in ground range to the cut-off position.

Differentiate equation (16) logarithmically with respeot to d;

28 ai 8d 6d

VI d-h ri+r2+d

8d .2r,=' I
(d-.h)(rl+r 2 +d)•

Using equation (40) for 8d, this beoomes

ry7 r/ r2

Evalu d at the stanaard out-off position, the above expression (41) is

V = - 2.691264 ft/seo per n. mile ground range.

Equation (39) may be written

y, (r*d

S28-
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Differentiate logarihmioall3y once more with respect to rt ;

2 8dV~/, i -- I___ (8-T)

"av vi ar, r,+ " 1 d"

82vij -j!- I,;7I)27 -a1 Vl . rar +d )  
arI

2 r1

Using equaion (38),

_ ((= ) •- 0 s3
2 - r 2-r 3+r , o

v,, rid )

which becomes on ststituting for cos t from equation (17)

V 1 5r, 2 (r1 +d)

S()2r bd (ri+d)

. 2 V \r 1 2 -r 2 _d2
4 + 4rd

Evaluated at the stana d cut-of position, the above expres ion (42) is

2 V1  2
=_-- 0. 022 ft/sea per (ni. mile)

Equation (I~i) may be written

av, Vir 2r.sin 6

Diff exentiate Ieartial owce more with respect to2:

VI -~~ootO4-brl+r
2 +.dJ

22-
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?av I Iv . vi I r r2  2(d+r2 ) .

c ~ oat + sin i + Th i+2d
-= *-La (d -h)ra+r 2IR)j

(43)

Iast term

r12 2(d+r 2 )
R- + (a-h) (r 1, 2+ )

may be %ritten with the use of equations (13) anx (41) as

'n/ ''\ ( r+d)(d-r 1 +r2 ) + 2~2d

rd

= -a1) rlv d

/ao 1\ (2d+r 2)
2 - r1

2 -d 2

Substituting in equation (4) gives

2 2 2t - d

(44)

Evaluated at the standard cut-off position, the above expression (44) is

2
a V, 2

2 0.001087 ft/sec per (n. mile)

Again equation (39) may be written

v1 (r1 +d)

1 1  +A f

and so using equation ()

_ r1 r 2 sin 01 _i

axr Rd Id(rC 1 +d)

-30-
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IL"t V, 7a5 1) (a-) + t,) Rd ( )d)

Evaluated at the standard cut-off position, the above expression (45) is

a2 V
- = - o.oo46o3 ft/seo (n. mile)2

It is quoted in the text, equation (18), that the ol±mb angle 81 is

given by

rc - r2 Cos "I
oot 2 1  r 2 sin 4I

Differentiate with respect to rI  treating 02 as oon tant

dz-
-coseo2  261 2d e1  = r

r 2 sin I

ae1  1

J. arl 2r2 s I, oose 2 61

and by substitution from equation (18) this is

r 2 sin i 0

r2  sin2 1 + oos

i.e. a1e r2 sin It  (46)-1 22

using equation (17) for A2.

Evaluated at the standard out-off position, the above expression (46) is

lei - 0.6374 minutes of aro per n. mile.

Differentiating equation (18) with respect to ground range gives

2a8 (r 2 sin §1)2 _ (r 1 -r.- o ) r2 ooso,, 2 2e .-- =2
s0 2 (r 2 sin 01)2

which usig equation& (18) asi (17) leads to

- D 1 -
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r2 r 2  os 0, r2 cos 2 01)

Henoe, from equation (31) it follows that

1 2(r 2 -ri oos 01) .(17)

Evaluated at the standard cut-off position, the above expression (47) is

u 0.2217 minutes of aro per n. mile.

C32-.
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